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Discoveries

How Gramm·Rudman affects students
Gramm-Rudman reductions affect student financial aid for the fiscal yeor
1986. The Reagan Administration budget requests affect the students'
financial aid for the fiscal year 1987.
,
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Electrical engineering students here. are conducting
laser research that could have a major impact on President Reagan's "star wars" program.
.
The use of lasers in space has been frustrated by the
tendency of lasers to shift along with the atmosphere
and lose their precise focus. Dr. William Oelfke, chair-
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uc·omputer people are
very skeptical about the
strategic defense initiative
program because they
estimate it would take
10,000 manyears of
programming to produce
·the necessary softWa~e."

Budget cuts could mean no
JPeH Grant for 30~,000
' by Maryann L~ross
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
'

..
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The 1987 budget submitted to Congress by the
Reagan administration calls for major redu~tions in
educational funding for the 1987-88 school year.
The budget proposes cutting $2.9 billion in
educational funds from the Fiscal Year 1886 approved
Appropriation's bill-a combination of shortfalls,
program cuts and new guidelines. The students who
will be hit hardest by the proposed cuts will be those
applying for financial aid for the 1987-88 school year.
The proposed changes in the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program include eliminating in-school interest
subsidies and reducing the special allowance extended
to students for their school loans. These changes may
cause some banks to pull out of the student loan
program, thus curtailing loan availability for students.
The Pell Grant program will be hit hard by the fiscal
year 198 7 budget. The president's _administration is
not requesting a supplemental appropriation to make
up a $ 215 million funding shortfall and the $154

million taken from the program by the GrammRudman deficit reduction act. It is estimated that
290,000 middle-income eligibles will be dropped from
the Pell program for the 1987-88 school year. In
addition, the shortfall ifl tqe program is expected to
reduce program funding by 17 percent for the 1986
academic year.
The budget further proposes changing the definition
of independent students. Under the current rules,
students applying for financ\al aid can list themselves
as' independent if they have not lived at home for more
than 6 weeks in a year, if they have not received more
than$ 750 in support from their parents and if they are
not claimed as dependents by their parents.
Under the new guidelines recommended by the
administration students under the age of 23 would
automatically be listed as dependent unless they could
demonstrate self-sufficiency. According to Rick
Goodenough, director of Financial Aid at UCF, 55
percent of UCF students receiving financial aid list
themselves as independent.
For the 1986-87 school year, educational programs

Yes, we have no phone
If you've tried calling The Central Flor~da
Future lately and received no answer, don't
worry, we're stil1 here. Our main phone line
decided to take a vacation so callers to
our 275-2601 number either receive a busy
signal or get a ringing phone with no
answer.
If you•re cal1ing us for any reason, please
call our 275-2602 number until our
telephone problems are resolved.

-

Weather
-

WARM

High 80 LO\! ~0
0

• Around and around it
goes, where it stops ... Well,
it's stopping at WARM for at
least a few days. Hang up
the jackets and get out the
shorts, but be prepared,
you never know when it's
going to get cold. Highs in
the 80s lows in the 50s.

..

·Dr. William Oelfke,
physics department chariman
man of the UCF physics department, said this is a, major problem because lasers work by ionizing atoms and
focusing intense radiation on very accurate targets.
UCF students, directed by engineering professor Ron
Phillips, are helping with research to solve the problem.
One model of the · shifting phenomenon is provided
by lightning, which is also affected by atmospheric
movement. Researchers are using this and other
models to develop a mirror that will bend to compensate for the atmosphere, refocusing lasers that pass

SEE CUTS, ~AGE 6
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SEE DISCOVERIES, PAGE 7

Officials label students 'materialistic'
historically fret student activism might inhibit
campus fund-raising and image-building
efforts-encouraging political involvement.
Other educators worry a lack of funding and
of "leverage" over students will wreck the
presidents' hopes for more student activism.
"It's one thing to change graduation
requ~rements (to force students to become
involved)," said Leoard Gordon, an Arizona
State Unviversity sociologist who studies trends
in student attitudes. "Students will respond to
that. But if they have to depend on voluntary
response, they just don't have the leverage."
"S~udents need to hear, repeatedly and from

by Jessica Snyder
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

WASHINGTON More than I 00 college
presidents met in Washington last week to
exhort students to become less "self-obsessed,"
and get involved in their communities.
The coalition of presidents suggested mak;ing
"civic responsibility" a graduation reqt:irement,
and even replacing student aid programs with
grants for community service work.
Some observers, including students, predict
collegians are in fact too self-involved to repsond
even to the spectacle of administrators-who

SEE SERVICE, PAGE 4
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THE HAIR SHOP
11_ s:'recision Style Cut $9.00
-y~

FULL SERVICE SALON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

WALK-INS WELCOME

282·1700

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. 'til 8

,•

•

THE BEST
THINGS
·IN LIFE
ARE FREE.

•
•

•

Staplers, paper cutters, hole punches, tape,
white-out, glue sticks, paper clips and a large,
well organized workspace are yours for the
asking. And copies are a steal, too.

February

FREE .

•
•

2 .BED • 2 BATH
Across From Main
Entrance to UCF

al

CoY
.

629-6817 DAYS
277-2137 EVES
·

ldnllo-t
open early. Open late.

•

Open weekends.

MON.·FRI.: 7 A.M. · 9 P.M.
SATURDAY: 9 A.M. · 6 P.M.
SUNDAY:
12 NOON· 9 P.M.

Plenty of off-street
lighted parking
. 628-52-55

•

•

& Weekends

United· Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available

I

~

I

US

•

•

United Parcel Service will ·be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM .Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer. .

•

•

•

"

Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m.~
Or 11:00 p.m., Monday through Friday ·
workwe·e k. 3 to 5 hours per day.
•

"

•

•

Song and dance
During their visit to UCF last Wednesday, Up
With People danced and sang a variety of
musical melodies. Above: Children from the
Creative School have lunch while enjoying the
show. Above right: Performers rock to the
sound of the fifties. Right: Cast members
perform to music of different countries from
around the world.
Photos by Adam Chrzan

Study: college women more intellectual than men
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

PALO ALTO, Calif. - Are women on
campus more "intellectual" than men?
A random sample of Stanford
University students says so.
According to the survey, females
classified as "intellectuals" outnumber
·males classed as intellectuals by a twoto-one margin.
"It's obviously not a representative

• QUIT SMOKING
A free "Quit Smoking"
clinic is being offered today at
noon in the Health Resources
Building, located next to the
Health Center. More information can be obtained by calling 281-5841.

• GATES INSTALLED
Automatic: toll gates will be
put in operation on Feb. 23 at
the east toll plaza of the EastWest Expressway as the first

sample. However, I don't think they
(Stanford students) are different than
students at other major research
institutions,"
said
Herant
Katchadourian, who conducted the
study along with colleague John Boli.
Stanford students were asked to fill
out a questionnaire on their course plans
and their attitudes about what they are
studying.
Depending on their answers, students
were classified as "intellectual,"
"careerist,"
"st~ivers"
or

step in a drive to stop toll
evaders at unmanned lanes
who are costing the system
more than $500,000 a year in
revenues and $5 million in
bonding capability.
Bill Gwynn, executive director of the Orlando-Orange
County Expressway Authority, said that toll collectors
have undergone training in the
gate operations and will be on
hand to help as motorists
bt:>come familiar with thr new

"unconnected."
While "careerist" men tended to
ignore
liberal
arts
courses,
"intellectual" women often took a
substantial number of liberal arts
courses, and maintaiBed an interest in
careers.
"I am not surprised by the St~nford
findings," said Barbara Hetrick, dean of
Academic Affairs at Hood College in
Maryland.
"I would expect more women to have
humanistic values and to be more likely

system and to mm1m1ze the
possiblity of delays.
Gwynn also said he has met
with Orlando police officials
and that a strict enforcement
drive at the.expressway's other
unmanned collection points
will be undertaken in conjunction with the gate installation.
New state legislation makes
toll evading a traffic infraction calling for a $43.50 fine
plus points on your driver's
license.

to seek knowledge for knowledge·s
sake," she said.
Hetrick herself recently finished a
study of how Hood's predominantly
female student body changed its
political and social views after going
through four years of the school's liberal
arts curriculum.
Hetrick found seniors were
considerably less materialistic than they
had been as freshmen, that they were

There are 10 unmanned
ramps along the 13.8 miles of
the expressway as well as unmanned exact-change lanes at
the west plaza, all of which
will be under more police
scrutiny.
The Florida Department of
Transportation has reported
that the statewide annuai loss
from toll evaders is estimated
at $4.8 million The east plaza
installation is a pilot program
which, if successful ,.will be ex-

SEE SURVEY, PAGE 5

panded statewide.
The Orlando application is
the first large scale use of the
automatic toll gates in
Florida.

•NEWSLINE
Have a tip or story idea?
Call the Newsline at
275-2601.

w5'1·
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Congratulations

SERVICE
FROM PAGE 1
many sources, 'you have a duty to pay your
dues,' "Frank Newman, head of the Education
Commission of the States and co-founder of the
Coaltion of College Presidents for Civic
Responsibility, said.
"Students today, as compared to students in
the 1960s, are more self-focused and cynical,"
Newman said. "They see problems as big,
complex and beyond their ability to do anything
about them."

.

Photo/0ov1d e1tt1e

Members of UCF's computer
programming team are
congratulated for their 4thplace finish in international
competitiofl. Left to right
are Larry Holt of Harris
Corportation, Jim Geist
(shaking hands with Dr.
Amar Mukherjee), team
members Nhan Tran, Steve
Devos and David Dillard,
and Dr. Charles Hughes.

Before you make .
a long distance commitment,
make sure you know
what,you're· etting into•
"·.

\

./"

.:L

·1lf''!,·."

\,
\

•

•
•
...

•

If Fletcher Chr_istian and Captain Bligh had known
what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances
are neither would have set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the services
you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.
But when ·you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll
get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long
distance connections-even at the busiest hours. And
long distance operators to assist you with immediate

credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.
And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your
state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during
weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from llpm to
8am, Sunday through Friday. And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and llpm, Sunday through Friday.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call
1 800 222-0300 for more information or to
choose AT&T. Reach out anct touch someone:i'

•

AT•T
The right Choice.
©AT&T 1986

•
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Some schools weary of dependence on SDIJundi g

FROM PAGE 1

•
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through.
Lasers play a key role in the
proposed strategic defense
initiative, or "star wars"
program.
"The whole idea behind
putting lasers in space is that in
a multiple warhead situation it
suddenly becomes a lot more
complicated to.destroy all those
warheads than to destroy the
single missile when it's
launched," Oelfke said.
Not everyone agrees with the
idea of using lasers as space
weapons.
"Computer people
are very skeptical about the
strategic defense initiative
program,
Oelfke said,
"because they estimate it would
take 10,000 manyears of
programming to produce the
necessary software and there
would be no way of fully testing
it before it was actually used."
Lasers have many peacetime
uses, too. UCF mechanical
engineering students are
working on laser tests for
industry use in locating hidden
product weaknesses. The lasers
can test for strain in an wide
assortment of manufactured

Universities, ~njoying a new infusion
of research money for Star Wars
research, now rely on the Pentagon at a
leve\_ not seen since the height of the
Vietnam War, a private study reports.
Some of the schools worry they've
become overly dependent on the
Pentagon.
The Department of Defense increased
funding for academic research to $930
million in 1985, compared to $495
million in 1980, an 89 pe,rcent increase,
the Council on Economic Priorities
reports.
The council traces much of the money
to the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDn,
t~e so-called Star Wars progralJi.
...uwe're concerned with SDI research,
that if$ accelerating a growing
dependency on the Pentagon," says
Leslie Gottlieb. spokeswoman· for the
council.
"Half of the federal dollars for math
and computer sciences. .now
.
comes from
the ._.Qepartment of" Defense," she says,
"as well as 82 percen of astronautical
funds and 56 percent of eJectrical
e•ee.ting's."

items, from tire cords to space
shuttle fuel pumps.
"They are much easier to use
than conventional optical strain
tests, which require large

The Council on Economic Priorities
monitors national security, the
environment and corporate social
behavior. Its report is the latest in a
series the group has i~ued criticizing
SDI.
Receiving the bulk of the Pentagon's
favors in 1985 were Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (including its offcampus facility, Lincoln Labs) with
$56,686,000. The University of Texas at
Austin received $5,672,000; Georgia
Tech Research Co. (Georgia Institute of
'Technology's off-campus lab),
$5,.586,000: John Hopkins University,
$2,894,000; and Stanford Research
Labs, $2,655,000.
MIT~Lincoln Lab's share, comprising
71 ·percent of all SDI education awards,
left it dependent on the Department of
Defense for 59 percent of the school's
and lab'.s budget-a total of $303.5
million, the study says.
..Here at NUT, plans are already
underway toward transferring more
research people to SDI programs," ·said
MIT physicist Vera Kistiakowsky. "And
at the same time, non-military sources

mirrors and lots of big
equipment," Oelfke said. Lasers
can also measure much more
precisely than other methods,
he added.

are decreasing.'' ,,..
IfMITputsallitseggs;ntbePentagon
basket, Kistiakowsky fears subsequent
cutbacks in SDI funding would leave the
school overstocked with Star Wars
specialists who have no conventional
programs to research.

"It will be like the early sevee-ties.
when we had record unempfeoo:nent
among scientists," she says. 'Tm not,
nor is anyone, saying 'stop all ~rch:
But this massive funding is too IhuP.h. in
too-narrow areas. It's dis{orti~ the
national research balance... ·
On the other hand, "SDI fund.Smay be
our safest bet," Gwrgia Tech r~cher
Bob Cassanova says-. ..1r· niy
understanding that SDI will be ~xempt
this year {from budget cuts}."
Star Wars fwiding is priltecteCl Jrom
the first round of the automatic ft}9eral
budget-balancing cuts mandated by
Cramm-Rudman law. But programs
may be vulnerable to across-the-board
cuts in 1987.

Lasers are becoming widely
used in many surgical
procedures. Because of their
ability to focus on very tiny
spots, they are particularly

useful in eye surgery, to suture
and spot weld the retina.
Lasers are also becoming

SEE DISCOVERIES, PAGE 5

SURVEY
FROM PAGE 3

Own Your Own!

2Bed/2Bath Townhomes 1.2 Miles south of campus Alafaya Trail.
Become Your Own Landlord

..

Many smart UCF students who
own their own apartments have
roommates to help share expenses. Come and see why and
how the parents of these
students have chosen to buy a
townhome for their sons and
daughters. It's a good deal for
everyone and you'll want one
too!

$399/fPiI*
No closing costs.

Furnished model open daily
Mon-Sat, 1OAM - 6PM.
Sun l 2noon - 6PM.

0 Decorator package

"~ ·-·

282-4393

~
- --

M..

· - - ,,,-

.Jd/1141

-- - .:~~~

Fox Hunt Lanes

Sale price $52.400, $2700 down. $49,700 mortgage 9.0%

•

DSpace saver
microwave with purchase

A.R.M., plus or minus 2% annual Cap, lifetime cap 14 3/4%.

Adjusted to 1-year T-Bill. A.P.R. 11.5%

more concerned about
community welfare and
developing
a
general
philosophy of life.
She
found
out
by
administering to Hood
students the same survey given
by the American council on
Education to 200,000
freshmen nationwide.
On a national scale, the
' ACE survey-created by
UCLA and released in
January-found beginning
college freshmen are mor
materialistic than their
predecessors.
The Stanford survey defined
: "strivers" as strongly
motivated toward careers and
intellectual pursuits. They
tend to come from fower
economic backgrounds than
other students.
"Unconnected" students
generally come either from
very high or ver low social
status families.
· "Intellectuals" usually come
from families of high socioeconomic status, and their
fathers often hold advanced
degrees.
"Careerists" are from a
wide array of backgrounds, ·
but often have parents who
emphasize career success.
While Stanford students
changed
categories
throughout the four-year
period they were observed,
readical changes were rare,
Katchadourian said.
While a "striver" might
become an "intellectual," or a
"careerist" could become a
"striver," rarely would an
"-intellectual" become a
"careerist" or vice versa.
Moreover,
it
was
uncommon for "strivers" to
become
''unconnected, "Katchadourian said.
While Hood students
changed their attitudes,
hetrick said they might be
predisposed
toward
humanistic values than
students at large state
universities.

'-,C\
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CUTS

"However, even a small reduction in educational
funds is expected to have a negative impact on some
students who have to budget their money to meet
expenses," Goodenough said.

FROM PAGE 1
will be cut by 4.3 percent because of the GrammRudman act adopted by Congess in December, 1985.
This act, which will cut $300 million from educational
funding, has received a lot of criticism from education
officials and is currently being challenged in the courts
as unconstitutional.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

The 198 7 budget proposed by Reagan's
administration has not been approved by Congress yet.
Students who oppose cuts in educational funding can
write to their congressman and express their views on
this subject.

Forest Service, U.S.D.A. B

Aluminum cans are worth money.
It pays to keep America clean.

A dirty campground is no picnic ...
Clean up before you leave.

•
The Thomas M. Cooley Law School is fully committed to
the spirit, letter, intent and purpose of Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. The school welcomes qualified
students without regard to race, sex, color, creed, religion,
handicap, or national origin.

PHONE

1-800-874-3511
or mail this coupon:

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1·

THE THOMAS M.

Where
I
Education and I
Leadership
I
Come
Together
I
I

COOLEY

I

Please send admissions information to:

LAW SCHOOL

City ________ State._ _ _ _ _ _ Zip_ _ _ _ __
Jn corde hominum
''Sf anima lel{is.
1972

Cooley Law School

P.O. Box 13038

Lansing, MI 48901

•
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College Night
V\Tednesday Night

~

9pm-2am 2 for 1's
25¢ Daquiris for the Ladies
Dancing & Large Screen Video

__

Live D.J. 5

_

._

Night~1 ~::

Happy Hour
~~~4:30 - 7:00 M-F·
/.:77'
--. -~~
.

--

vital in the field of
communications. They are
revolutionizing
ground
communications,
partly
because they can carry many
more transmissions at the same
time than conventional
equipment. Another ~eature of
lasers, especially valuable for
space usage, is that they cannot
be tapped.
One major problem with
lasers, Oelfke said, is that the
flash lamps used as energy
sources burn out so fast that
lasers are not practical for
many uses. NASA cannot use
them in space shuttles, for
example, because of this
drawback.

7

However, the UCF physics
department is helping with
research on a diode-pumped
laser, which would use a
transistor energy source and
last indefinitely. Oelfke said the
new laser is not yet feasible for
commercial use because it is
expensive, but he believes the
cost will come down in time.
The space industry ' is very
interested despite the cost, he
said, because lasers will
immensely improve space
travel communications
Oelfke said laser research is
being conducted in the physics
departments of UCF, the
University of ·Soµth Florida,
and the University of Florida.
Both undergraduate and
~raduate students are involved,
and Oelfke expects to see many
theses on lasers in the near
future.

A Positive -Point
About Breast Cancer.

94rn AERO

SQUADRON

w

®

A RESTAURANT

Now we can see it before you can feel it. When
it's no bigger than the dot on this page.
And when it's 90% curable. With the best chance
of saving the breast.
The trick i.s catching it early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
A mammogram is a simplex-ray that's simply
the best news yet for detecting breast cancer. And
saving lives.
If you're over 35, ask your doctor about
mammography.

Give yourself the chance of a lifetime. TM

94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803

(305) 898-4251

~AMERICAN
CANCER
<cSOCIETY'

RETRO RECORDS
Buy • S_
e ll • Trade • Rent
albums, cassettes, compact
, discs & rock videos
59 N. BUMBY AVE.
ORLANDO

898·2484

all used items
with this coupon

Pinar Plaza • 758 S. Goldenrod Rd. • Orlando, FL 32822 • 275-9621

DISFRUTE DE UN AMBIENTE SANO
AGRADABLE Y FAMILIAR
EN EL UNICO CLUB LATINO
DE LA FLORIDA CENTRAL
•
•
•
•

Amplia Pista de Baile
La Mejor Musica Internacional
Centricamente Localizado
Amplio Estacionamiento

JUEVES

NOCHES STUDIANTILES - Entrada gratis toda la noche
Bebida a 0.75 C/U. (Con presentacion de 1.0.)

VIERNES

HORAS ALEGRES - Entrada gratis y cerveza para
todos de 8 P.M. a 10 P.M.

LADIE'S NIGHT - Entradas gratis para las damas

Feb. 17·21
DATE

•

9:00·3:00
TIME

Z

Deposit Requ ired

Knight's Den Cafeteria
PLACE

SABADOS DE FIESTA - Entrada gratis hasta las
10 P.M.
(Cuando no hay presentaciones especials)
DOMINGOS · Entrada gratis
TARDES COLOMBIANS - Tamales y empanadas
bailables desde las 4 P.M.

Opinion
Orange .county·
serves tourists. but neglects ·locals
.,

For those students and staff uniucky enough to habit
Alafaya Trail, you may' have noticed a new addition-signs declaring Orange County's intention to
"improve" the intersection of Alafaya and State Road
SO/Colonial Drive. This less than timely work is little
more than a bone for East Orange County to chew on
while the county ,commission works to satisfy the big
money interests on International Drive and the Walt
Disney World resort area.
That's the story with all the work the commission
has done. Satisfy the folks with the money, and
everybody else sit back and pray for the tourists to dole
out enough of their fun money to fill a pothole here and
there.
It seems that once again, public service has taken a
.back seat to corporate service. No doubt the commissioners are making.lots of financial friends. But if they
continue their policies aimed towards tourism and
disregard their consistent constituency they may well
find themselves out of a job.
It is true that tourism is important to Central
Florida. Indeed, it is the major economic force in the
area. And while it is important to make every effort to
help our tourists to enjoy their stay, isn't it more important to be sure our citizenry is happy? Citizens are
not likely to move out of Orange County because the
roads suck, but citizeris can be sure who not to vote for
when commissioner's terms come up.
Their latest effort can only be applauded. Any improvements to the main thoroughfares leading to UCF
cal). only be welcomed. But the more than 20,000 people who use the roads daily deserve better from an institution which has done nothing substantial to correct
a festering problem.
So the next time you drive by the self-serving sign
declaring the great work the county comission is doing, be sure to think carefully about what they haven't
done. Think about it again when you sit backed up two
miles in traffic inhaling exhaust. And finally think
about what Orange County has done for you when you
go to the polls. You have a long time to wait for the
elections, but you have longer to wait for solutions.

How do you like ii?
No, no, that's not a rhetorical question. You may or
may not have noticed that we made a change in the
style of our body type (the lettering that makes up the
copy). It's an experimental change from our old
typeface called "Century Textbook," to a thinner
typeface called "California."
It is slightly smaller and allows us to get more copy
into a smaller space. We're not to sure about using it
full-time ourselves, so let us know what you think. If
it's too thin and you're straining your eyes, let us know.
If you think it's slick, happening and a really together
kind of typeface that you can groove to, let us know
about that too.

New art doesn't make grade
Wild art: If you haven't been over to the Fine Arts
Building lately, maybe you should drop by. They have
some really interesting artwork on display.
I say interesting because I don't like to be insulting. I
mean, this stuff is nothing but a bunch of bricks,'
literally.
I'm taking a course in humanities right now and
have had a chance to see (and appreciate) a lot of
Greek sculpture. I've also learned that sculpture is a
representation of the society that creates it.
Let's compare. The Greeks represented themselves
with supple athletes and beautiful women. From this
we know that they appreciated the human body and
worked to perfect it. Our artists at UCF have chosen to
represent our society with bricks. Sure, they may have
a point, but I'd rather not be remembered that way.
Besides, most Greeks thought their art was nice
whereas I tried without success to find someone who
liked the bricks.
Of course I may just be behind the times, out of style.
You'll tell me I just don't keep up with what's going on.
Well, frankly, on one of my more warped days I
could have created either of the sculptures currently
gracing the Fine Arts Building. I mean right down to
putting them together. What _I'm trying to say is, "Big
deal!"
The Greeks believed in "beauty in simplicity" but
you guys have taken it a bit far.
If bricks and stuff are the wave of the future, well,
I'd rather just stick with the old favorites like Athena
Lemnia and Aphrodite of Cnidos. And hey, if that puts

• Library needs to
work on copy service

little less lip

·•

me behind the times ... so be it.
Post office: Does the UCF post office evE;!r really get
robbed? I'm so sick of hearing that stupid alarm go off
every other day. And if it isn't getting robbed, why
doesn't someone turn the damnthing off?
I've noticed UCF police cars cruising by during one
of its fits, but that's all they do, cruise. (Note: I'm
resisting the urge to comment further on that one.)
Maybe the post office has to turn it off. I can picture
some little old guy with about a hundred keys and a
wrinkled postmasters outfit shuffling up to the thing
and disappearing inside. Hmmm. Kinda spooky, huh?
Sorry ... I've been told by some of my loyal readers
that I've been too easy on students and campus
organizations lately. So, in exersising my watchdog
duties:
Hey Knight Times, if you get all that money you're
asking for, how abo.ut buying some drop boxes of your
own?
They leave those things 'everywhere! First I thought
they only liked our boxes but now I've seen them littering the Emphasis ones. We've told them to leave our
stuff alone but they're a lot like herpes, you just can't
get rid of them.

ser~ice.

Roy Davis
Undisclosed major
Editor:
As a student who uses the photocopy
machines in the library, I have some
questions for the library administration concern.
on the copier issue.
Lastly, where's the assistance your
First, why do I have to go to the · staff is supposed to provide students in
bookstore for a refund when a copier using the machines? The statement "the
takes my money? Why can't your staff copy room downstairs" does not qualify
handle that? It dosen't happen often and as assistance in the real world.
students certainly could use your According to your memos, assistance
using the machines is part of your staff's
cooperation?
Secondly, why won't the library duty.
I know that business services has
administration allow business services
to place copiers and change machines in agreed to make changes but I'm tired of
more convenient locations? After all, the taking it on the chin. I feel the library
students are supposedly your main should cooperate a little mo~e and give a

~he Central Florida Fbture

• Money coming
too slow for student
Editor:
Like many other students here at UCF
am receiving financial aid to
supplement the money I make working
just so I can attend classes, then paid for
the classes with my financial aid check.
During the first week of classes I
realized that one of the classes that I was
enrolled in was not going to fit in with
my personal schedule. I decided to drop
the course and take it next semester.
Since it was during Add-Drop, naturally

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Fl .. 32816 (305)275-2601 or 275-2865
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I assumed that I would get my back the
money that I paid for the class.
Well, here it is over a month later and
no sign of that money. I called the
cashier's office yesterday and was
informed that refund checks would be
"processed" in the middle of march.
God forbid that any of us pay our
debts to UCF a minute late. If that check
is not there the day it's due, UCF slaps
$25 on your bill as a "late fee." Well,
UCF, its your turn. You're late. How
can you justify keeping my money for
over 2 months? I realize that there are
thousands of students that attend this
University, and that a number of them
will need refund checks for one reason
or another which slows things down, but
two months?

SEE LETTERS, PAGE 9

Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future ore those of the editor
or wr!ter an~ not necessarily those of the Board of Publications university
adm~nislraflon, or Board of Regents. letters to the editor must b~ typed
and include th_e author's signature, major and phone number. letters are
subject to edlhng and become the copyrighted properly of the
newspaper. The Central Florida Future Is a tree, non-prolll twice-weekly
newspaper published during the academic year.
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One test where only
vouknowthe·score.
(Check One)

Yes

No

DD
·
DD
DD
DD

Do you want to be the
onlv one who knows
when voq. use an early
pregnancy test?
Would you prefer a test ·
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?

•

Would you like a test
that's portable, so you
can carry-it with you and
read it in private?
And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dra ·
matic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

..
If vou checked "Yes" to

the above, EPT PLUS is for
you. Use it, and only you
will know your test score .

Woodsy Owl says
for Clean Air Ride a Bike

-*- llational
Committee far·
,'1lt
Prevention of Cbild Abuse

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
unconte~ted dissolutions.
You can ·
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more i_nformation
or an appointment.
Problems with?

Need?

Landlords?

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested Dissolution?

LETTERS
FROM PAGE 8
Speaking of thousands of
students, let's assume that
16,000 students attend UCF. If
only l percent of them need
refunds, that is 160 students.
Let's say that they are, all like
me, needing only a refund for
one class. At $32.36 per credit
hour, that comes out to be
$97.08. With 160 students, that
totals out to $15,532.80. Now I
wonder what is the amount•of
interest that UCF receives on
$15,000 for 2 months, and
where does it go? Well, UCF&
Lloyd G. Robbins
Computer Science
Drop your letters off at our of
fices next to the Health Center
or mail them to us, The Central
Florida Future, P.O. Box
25000, UCF, Orlando, 32816.
You deserve to speak your
peace. Do it in The Central
Florida Future!

Police?

•

Before

you buy,

let~ compare.
Maybe I can save you
some money on insurance:

e Life
• Renter/Condo
• Homeowners
• Auto/Boat/RV
Call me and compare.

Allstate~
Allltate lnauranee Company
All.ttate Lile lDAuraDct Co., Northbrook. IL

See or Phone

Jim Smith
Ph. 657-7575
7480 Aloma A venue
Winter Park, FL
32792

'------Round trip.Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes, t~e
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhound can
take you there. For only $89 or less, round trip.
From February l through June 15, all you
do is show us your college student I. D. card
:when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will

then be good for travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase.
·
So this Spring Break, get a real break. Go
anywhere Greyhoupd goes for $89 or less.
For more information, call Greyho~nd._

-·

.\\u ~t pro:~nt . a ,·ahJ •olkogc s11;1Jl·nt l.D . •a~J upon pur...has.:. :\11111h,·r Ji:;.:ount~ arply. Tkkcts
arc n11ntra!1~krahk anJ i.zouJ lur trnwl un l1rcyhounJ 1.m,·~- In« .. anJ other parlll"tpatmg
•amas. ( A'na1n rcstrKllun~ apply. Olkr dk•11w ~I Ko. 011..r hmu~J . ~ut raliJ m C:anaJa.

GO GREYHOUND

.J.'.

1'186 (in:yhound

1.111~.

In.:.

;.,

Raccoons
'
cant.

, Ana leave the ~riving to us~
300 W. Amelia Street, 843-7720

..

A Public Service

•

"II

of This Newspaper~
& The Advertising C~~c:_Q__.
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KAPPA SIGMA
Congratulations to eveiyone who
helped make the District XIV Conclave
party a success last Saturday. Keep In
mind happy hour Is from 5 1111 7 every
day at the housell

Pl KAPPA ALHPA
Pikes we need support this week. 8-Ball
Tues-18th Pike II vs. LXA II at 7:30, Pike I
vs Sig Ep at 9:30, Hackers vs Midgets at
10.30, soccer at 4pm Pikes vs Kappa
Sig Wed- soccer vs Take II. Keep saving
those cans for Greek Week and we get
another "Smythe".

Pl BETA PHI
Thanks to the PIKE's for a great service
project wllh 'the kids from Great OOks
VIiiage! Special thanks to Shor Wendel
for all her hardwork and dedication as Pl
Phi Pres 85-86.

,,

LEX bake sale Fri. Feb 21 10:00-1:00
homemade baked goods and coffee on the
west side of Engineering bldg nearest the
computer bldg.

Looking for a classy place to live? Here's
your chancel 1 ml from UCF 2 bd/2 bth
wash/dry-mini blinds call Tom or Frank at
657-9437 .

Reliable student to babysit afternoon/eves. some overnights. Own car
Bay Hill -.Sand lake area phone
876-5108.

GARAGE SALE-Sota bed, coffee table,
large bar and bar stools, 2 desk, dlshware,
12-4:00, Sat 22 and Sun 23 of Feb or call
Jackie 273-7862 anytime.

Duplex 1 bed carport 3 ml of UCF In res area
large yard just off Alafaya on Lake Hayes
Road. S260 month 1 year lease 365-3648
eves.

Port-Time photographers needed no experelnce necessary, will train, must have car
and 35mm Sir camera call between 9-5, ask
for Dyan 657-9110.

Quest apts-2 bdrm 2 bath, very clean and
close to school, dishwasher. disposal
washer/dryer option-Aristotle Dr. 5400.00
per month call Jason 281-4712.

Secretory/receptionist. Telephone and comi:iuter experience reqd. Experience with
'Wordpertect" software helpful. Send resume
to: Attn: Executive Director, 12644 Research
Parkway Orlando Fl. 32826

Pontiac Lemans '74, auto, air, t':i, l'B, S900:
Rasmussen surfboard-chipped tall S60 call
Jo 27 3-6436.

3 piece living room furniture. Good condition. Sl50 lamps. Almost new S50 pair
774-4749 leave msg on recorder.

Wholesale 14 kl gold 15.oo/grom lowest prices
In town call Chris 277-4263 leave message.

SSSSlmmedlate cashSSSS
For coins, stamps, or baseball cards
Call 8111 671-5466.

Membership certificates awarded.
Anyone Interested In law Is Invited lo attend. Upcoming spring events wtll be
planned.
·
FAST PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Quick professional services. All work
prepared on commercial word prossessors
for error free neatness. We use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer no dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Someday,
weekend and over night services available.
Over 800 satisfied students. 3 locations. CAii
671-3007, 352-9007 or 660-1007.

QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast, accurate,
prof~sslonal typing of term papers, reports,
thesis, resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles. Spelling
checker. Pick up and dellveiy.

Word processing and editing. Professional
writer and former English/Business teacher.
Reasonalbe rates CAii .Jan 855-4077.

Total Secretarial Services Term papers
resumes, reports etc. Nothing to big or too
smdll, rest accurate service at affordable fees.
657-0705.

Roommate needed-serious female student to share 2 bdrm townhouse, Fox
Huntlanes. S212 plus 1/2 utllltles per monthg 281-4316 after 6p.m.

Typing quality; Term papers, !hells, doct.,
medical, legal, resumes, llrs. Notary service.
Good rates, UCF emp 1 ml from campus Marti
365-6874.

Macintosh, Apple lie and Apple II E and
accessories - unbeatable prices- call ror
quote 859-4006.

lost kitten Foxhound subdMslon 7 1/2
mos old blacfk and grey stripes while
nose, paws and stomach female spay
p lease call If found 273-8171 reward offered.

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
Free pregnancy test. confidential, lndMdual
counseling. In W.P. 14 US W. Fairbanks: one block
west od 17-92 Mon-Sat. Coll 647-1477 we can
help you.

718·9097

Live In a housell Lokklng for a female
student to rent a room. 13 miles from
UCF non-smoker. Must flrnlsh bedroomm
furniture. For more Info call 898-4220.

'82 Datsun 210- 2 dr., auto, a/c, am/Im
cass: runs great, looks like new. S3500
or best offer call 275-4252

DELTA SIGMA Pl
We would like to welcome the members
of the Beta Gamma pledge class. Congratulatlonsll 1

•

'250/utllllles paid. Mature person, share furnished 2 bdrm/pvt 1 man bath persnal run of
home. Past Curry F. off Goldenrod 10 ml UCF
671-3440.-Male roommate needed to share 2
bdrm 2 bath condo-type apt fully equipped very large and luxurious a must see
call Shawn at 678-7950 or 677-6395

Footwear, athletic wear, aerobic wear,
ATHLETIC AVENUE 4050 Golden Rod Rd.
Winter Park University Blvd. and Goldenrod
rd.

Surfboard 5'-6" twin fin NA Sl25 VIC - 1525
printer S150 , Dave 275-4944.
JU CLASS- beginners and expereince
p layeers welcome. M-W 7-8:30pm
multipurpose room In Ed bldg FebMarch free to newcommers. Call
695-7536 after 6p.m.

LAMBDA EPSILON CHI

LEX meeting Friday Feb 21 EN 121 11:00,
special guest will be Attorney Joe farTell.

Is It true you con buy jeeps for S44 through th
U.S. government? Get the facts today! CAii
1-312-742-1142.
Ext. 689.

Lost Keys with. sliver "C" please tum In to
kolsk or call 657-0545

New club In Casselberry at Red Bug hiring females for the following positions:
bartenders, tanning personnel, and tub
runners. Looking for a few special people; healthy, outgoing, and lnergetlc
must call for Interview 339-8827.

Tuskawllla condo for rent 2 master
bdrms, 2 bath on pool, jacuzzJ, sauna, all
major appliances $495/mo 275-3253
826-1113.

UCF MARTIN area townhouse lg 2 and 3
brm baths, private patio pool and jacqulz.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair). Also
delinquent property. Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
GH-4628 for Information.

SCUIACLUI
Dive Cheap- Meeting Tuesday Feb. 25th
6pm-7pm Flan Arts RM 129. For more Info
call Craig or Brian on Su. M, T, Th, F at
275-2129.
.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. Sl5,000-S50,000/yr
Possible. All occupations. CAii 805-687-6000
Ext. 4628 for Information.

EXPERT TYPING: 26 years exp . Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. correction of spelling, crammer punc., and editing Inc luded. Reasonalbe. Call Bea, 6 76-1386.

•
•

· ABORTION SERVICES CENTER - Free
Nitrous
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth control.
Morning after treatment. Confidential, private.
Women owned-a special approach to health
care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk south of Colonial off Mills
422-0606 or toll free 18004328517.
SS off with this ad.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information,
pregnancy tests and councelllng. VD screening, low cost, confidential services.
CENTRAL FLORIDA WOMEN'S
HEALTH ORGANIZATION

~**************************************************
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FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE
CASH DEPOSITS ACCEPTED
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RENT OR LEASE

• Weekend
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I 857·2424]
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THE BEST CHOICE

new cars & trucks
with air conditioning
...from compact to full-size

~

~
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rates ·
• Student Rates
• 12-15 passenger vans available

*
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAKI 5 SESSIONS
Tan the WOLF.F SYSTEM Way!
I FOR ONLY

't!>

TANNING SALON
Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems
•
•
•
•

...

Where The Sun Always Shines!

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Mus ic
Stop & experience our New
ACU-MASSAGE Table, 1st visit FREE

I

•

10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF l.D.
Exp. 3-4-86

r---------------------~
FREE TANNING
SESSION

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113
East of E. W. Expy. & W-. of Alafaya

282-6042

I
I
I
I
I
I

$24.95

With This Coupon

~·

Ir!

(New Customers Only)

MON.- FRI.: 9A.M.·9P.M.
[ • •··)
I
I
SAT.: 9A.M.-5P.M.
Exp. 3-4-86
1..._...;S;..U;..N~D~Ai:.Y~:..;l;..;2~P..;.M_.-_
6 P_._M_._ __.._ _c_o_m_p;..l_e_te_l_in_e_o_f_L_e_a_H_a_l_
le_r_M_a_k_e_u_p _ _ _ _...._ _________________ J
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• SKI TEAM

MAY PREVENT STROKE!

The Ski team won their
opening event of the season,
easily outdistancing Rollins
college by over 900 points with
a score of 3 725.
In individual events, UCF
achieved an overall first place
in both the men's and women's
slalom events. Leading the way
was Mike Delinger with a first
place run, Juan Alverez placing
second, Greg Weston third, and
Rob Peuffier fourth. · The
women's team was led by
Jennifer Leachman's first place
finish and Kerri Lasey's second
place jump.

Proper diet
Reduce high blood pressure
*End smoking habit
View diabetes and high blood pressure
as high risks
Eliminate stress
Notify your doctor of stroke warning signs
Take your medication as prescribed
*Smoking is a possible risk of stroke
For more iflformation on stroke, write: Stroke. Council,
American Heart Association, Florida Affiliate, P. 0. Box
42150, St. Petersburg, FL 33742

and Cook finishing second and
third, respectively.
Teams in the competition
include Rollins, Florida State,
South Florida, Florida
Southern, and Eckerd, among
others.
In the trick skiing run, UCF's
Kent Garner too'k the top spot,
followed closely by Weston in
second place. Women's trick
skiing was topped by Julie
Zeisler's first place rnn and
Denise Cook's second place
finish.
In the .men's jump, won by
FSU, Weston finished second. ·
The women's jump had Zeisler

•Swimmers
Attention swimmers and
sunworshippers: Rec Services is
planning to hold an intramural
swim meet sometime in late
March. In addition to
individuals, fraternity, sorority·
and independent teams are
welcome. Anyone interested
should stop by Rec Services or
call them at 275-2408.

FREE JAZZERCISE FOR TWO.
·OR TWO TR-PS JUST FORYOU.
Just think. You along
with a friend if you'd
like, dancing up a
storm, shaping up and
having a ball.
All of which will
have a wonderful
effect on you, the
rest of your day and
all the people in it.

·r

r--1

I
I
I
I
I
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Free Jazzercise for two. Or two trips just for-you.
Just bring in this complimentary coupon
before ~ebruary 27, 1986.

I
I
I
I
I
I

East Orange Community Center only!
894-9561 1 Block East of Alafaya Trail
Mon.-Wed.: 6:30 PM
Saturd~y:
9:30 AM

Instructor Cindy

-----------\!t'\\

participants only. Onl' coupon per person.

J

'

f~~\
~\1.ot1
~

----------- 1

STUDENT SENATE REPORT

~

1,tl{(d\~'

MEASURES IN COMMITTEE:
BILL:
18-16 Requesting Funding for Registration and Travel to the 47th Annual Meeting of the American
Association of Southern Biologists at the University of South Carolina (OAF)
RESOLUTION
18-13 Recommending Remedies for Add/Drop Problems (Services)
18-14 Establishing a Policy Committee for SG Vehicle Use (SER)
MEASURES VOTED ON:
BILLS:
18-17 Amending The Election Statutes - Chapter 610 (EA) (7Y-2N-6Ab)RESOLUTIONS:
18-12 Requesting Three Highway Outdoor Lights for the Research Park Access Road (Passed
Favorably by SP) (Sen. Brown) (16Y)
Confirmed by Senate
Melissa Pellerin - Bus. 2 (10Y-4N-2Ab)
Lisa Gay - Election Commission (12Y-2N-2Pr)
Richard Weddl~ton - A&S 6 ( 14Y-2N)

Kristina Sargent - A&S 8 (13Y-2N-1Pr)
Thomas Stutler - A&S 5 (16Y-ON)

SENATE MF.ETINGS
Students are invited to attend all ~enate
meetings and may address the Senate each
week on issues pertaining to student life.
Thursday 3:00 EN 260
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
Travel and C&O funds are available for clubs for the following:
1. Conference registration
·
2. Office Supplies
3. On-campus advertising
Forms can be picked up at the SG Kiosk and Senate Work Room

.._--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-r-'-~~~~~~~~~~~~- _J~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~....H

NEW COMMITTEE MEETING TIMES
Committee

Ser.
E and A

Time
4-S

l-2
4-5
OAF
10-11
TCO
5-6
ASF
4-5
Elected to A-SF Comm.

UR

Place
sc 211
sc 211
SWR
SWR
sc211
SC214

Day
Tues.
Thur.
Mon.
Mon.
Tues.
Wed

Cindy SChmidt, Ross Brown (alt)

SENATE COMMITIEE DESCRIPTIONS:
TCO -Reviews requests for conference registrqtion. office supplies and advertising
OAF -Reviews Finance Statutes and legislation involving money
5/P -Reviews legislation relating to student services or publicity
EA -Reviews Statutes and interviews Presidential appointments
UR -Reviews Statutes, and Rules and ·procedures
ASF -Is a joint Senate/Executive committee that makes a budget recommendation
to the Senate

TO THE STUDENT:
If you hove any comments, questions or concerns about the Senate Report or any legislation, please feel free to stop by the Senate Work Room
(SC 217)

-

February 13, 1986 Student Sehate Meeting Records
Pi ~ ·~ i
tJ "K,~
.if
~ ~ct) ~

Geneva Craven
Donna Caccioppo
Ted Young
Cynthia Schmidt
Greg Neff

9!

..........

~ ~~~
P
p
p
p

y v- p
y y p·
y y p

Pr Y' P

P

Pr Y

P

......... <( .

Jimmy Straehla
Chris Styles
Vincent Vazquez
Ross Brown
Frank Ladd
Vance Rains

A
P Pr Y P
P PfY P
p y y p
p Ny p
A

Ab-abstain Y-yes N-no P-present (roll call) Pr-"pr~sent" vote A-absent (roll call)

John Morrison .
Linda Huelsman
Corl Neidhart
Dennis Lasley
Michael Woodruff
Mike Ptacek
William Dietz

P Pr P P

p y y p
p y y p

PAAA
P Pr Y P
p Ny p
p y y p

Paid Advertlsment·
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Stetson steals victory away from Knights
UCF. On the trip up the floor, the Knights'
· Faronte Roberson and Stetson's Terry Johnson
mixed it up. Johnson ended up with a cut above
his eye, while Roberson caught a shot below the
The UCF men's basketball team watched a ten belt. Both men were assessed technicals and .
point lead evaporate on the way to an 87-81 loss ejected from the ball game.
to Stetson.
Over i ,000 fails · attended the game, which
Without Roberson, the Knights floor game
was marred by technical fouls and ~jections, lacked the spark they normally have. Stetson's
along with· sloppy- shooting by the Knights shots center Jimmy Kuhl scored on an inside play, and
after a missed shot by Knights center Tony
in the final critical minutes.
UCF opened up the game by posting a 4-0 lead Marini, Stetson again scored to take a 81-75
on two baskets py Pat Crockli~. They continued lead. Baskets and free throws were exchanged,
to battle back and forth with the Hatters, and but the lead remained the same for Stetson, as
found themselves down 42-40 at halftime.
they took a 87-81 win back to Deland.
Charles. Stevehson: Stets~n's 6-foot-three inch
·guard, was the dominant force for the Hatters in · The Knights were led by senior forward Sam
the first half, scoring 20 points to 'keep the Alexander, who played one of his finest games of
Knights at'bay.
the season. The six-foot-six Alexander dropped in
The Knights battled back in the second half,
29 points on 11 of 14 shooting. He also added 5 .
and went up 4 7-46 when Sam Alexander scored rebounds and a blocked shot. Marini added 18
on a three point play. Then the Knighfs tried to points on six of seven shoting form the field.
stretch out their lead, while Stetson continued to
The Knights and the Hatters both shot well
chase. When Pat Crocklin scored with ten from the field. UCF connected on 60 percent of
minutes to play,· UCF found themselves up their shots, while Stetson made 63 percent of
64-54.
.
their field goal attempts. The Knights
The Hatters battled back to tie the score at 69 outrebounded Stetson, 22-21.
with about five minutes left in the game. The ·
lead see-sawed back and forth, and with 2: 10 left
Stevenson finshed the game for the Hatters
in the ba ll game, Stetson held a two point lead. with 26 points, while forward Eric Cumbie
That was when the real trouble occured. for added 20.

by Chris Richcreek
SPORTS EDITOR
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IFc· hits the football
field to aid athlete
SX's also of UCF and in the last
game, the UCF SAE's bowed to
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the Bombers, a Winter Park city
league team.
The Inte~frat~rnity Council
This brought the tournament
hosted the firs.t annual spring into the semi-finals. The UF
flag .football tournament this team defeated the XL's 13-7.
past weekend. The · event was' The SX's lost to the Bombers
held as a fund raiser with all 18-0.
proceeds, $540.00, going to the
In the final game, the Let's
Mark Bounaconi · Paralysis get Physical team and the
fondation.
.
Bombers faced off for the
· 18 teams partiCipated in the championship. Bob Faden, the
tournament. Seven of these quarterback from Gainesville,
teams were on.~campus threw for three touchdowns in
fraternities, · three were the game. He connected with
independent ·and eight · others receivers Chip Hancock for two
were from five different colleges receptions and Rich Sumner for
around the state. ·
one.
"I was very pleased with the
Gainesville dominated the
success of the tournament and first half with a lead of 12-7. U
the fact we got teams from all of F came out into the second
over the state,'.' John Didriksen, half and 'scored on their first
one of the coordinators 0f the two possessions which put the
event said.'
game out of reach for the
The 18 teams were divided Bombers.
into six different leagues with
The Bombers came back with
three teams in each. By the end less than a minute remaining in
of the first day of competition, regulation and scored, which
there were eight remaining brought the final a litte closer,
teams, and the fin al rounds of 25-13.
competition we~e started.
Overall, the tournament,
In the quarterfinals, Pike I, whose planning did not get
which placed fifth in the started until two months ago,
national tournament,. •faced was very successful. Myles
"Let's get Physical", · who Wiesman and Didriksen were
placed ninth, from the the main coordinators of all the
University of Florida. The team weekend events. Also a special
from Gainseville defeated the thanks goes out to faculty
Pikes, 20-13. In other games, member Robert Goldman who
the XL's from USF defeated the donated all the trophies for the
Romans from UCF 40-20, the champions and the two runnersRaiders from UCF lost to the up.

by Kathy Johnson

"Good friends
don't let good friends
smoke cigarettes:'
Lorry Hagman

t

Cigarettes aren ·t good for your friends.
Adopt a friend who smokes and help ·em quit
today. You 'll both be glad tomorrow.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Fu1ure

Sam Alexander scored 29 against Stetson on Saturday

.
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UCF Baseball Team vs. Georgia
Tuesday Afternoon
UCF Feild
1:00 pm
Admission Free

14, The Central Florida Future, February 16, 1986

Controversy aids Stetson in defeat of UCF
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In a . controversial meet, the wrestling team
lost to Stetson by a score of 24-22.
The controvery centered around two UCF
wrestlers that could not compete. The Knights
had .to forfeit two weight classe which cosr
them 12 team points because senior Joe Meier
and freshmen Brian Karcher were unable tb
wrestle.
Wrestling coach Pat Cucci said, "We got no
guts. That's the way it is·with a lot of our guys.
It's the lack of concern, respect, and
consideration that they (Karcher and Meier)
showed for the team. They let their teammates
down."
Cucci said that Karcher was unable to wrestle
because he was sick.
Meier was unable to wrestle because· he failed
to make weight for the 142 pound weight class.
Meier said that Coach Cucci did not inform him
in time for the weigh-in and that it would have
been impossible for him to cut eight pounds in
one day.
Cucci said that it was Meier's responsibility to
know when the weigh-in was and to make
weight. Cucci also said that Meier would be
removed from the team.
After the forfeits the Knights outscored the
Hatters 22-12 .
Cucci said, "We out wrestled them. We won

Miller
back in
Orlando
by Ma.re Deltchman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bobby Miller is a man
committed to excellence on and
off the baseball diamond. Not
only is he making his mark
playing second base for UCF,
he is also making the grades in
the classroom. He is what one
would call the prototype
athlete.
Coming out of Orlando's
Colonial High School, Miller
had four outstanding seasons at
second base while making the
All-Metro Team three out of
four years. He capped off a
great senior year as team
captain, and then was promptly
voted the team's most valuable
player.
Upon graduation, Miller
accepted a scholarship to the
University of South Carolina
over the University of Florida
saying that he preferred to play
baseball in a more "localized
school." ·
"I chose the University of
South Carolina because I
wanted to play in ·a more
localized type of atmosphere,"
explained Miller.
when asked if UCF had
shown any intrest in him, Miller
replied, "Yeah, Coach Bergman
was out here my senior year, he
talked to me but I think he knew
I was either going to go to
Florida or South Carolina. So
he didn't really pursue me."
Miller ended up playing for
South Carolina for two years.
He became an instant starter his
freshman year but had trouble
hitting college pitching.
Consequently, his coach
stereotyped him "as a weak
hitter."
"I really feel they stereotyped
me becasue of my freshman
year and I feel that it carried
over into my sophomore year.

five matches and only lost three."
Another controversial aspect was the
questionable strategy of Stetson's coach John
Hauser.
Stetson, before the meet, did not have a 126
pound wrestler (Karcher's weight class) and
opted to not wrestle their 118 pound wrestler,
Tom Weber, agamst the Knight's 118 pound
freshmen Chris Callahan. Stetson instead chose
1
to wrestle Weber at 126 to pick up a forfeit
while yeilding a forfeit to Callahan at 118.
Hauser said, "I didn't want Weber to get
pinned by their 118 pounder which would have
put us down by six points instead of being tied
with them after the first two weight classes."
This strategy move by Hauser allowed his
team to win. If Karcher had beaten Weber, UCF
would have scored at least three more team
points over Stetson which would have covered
the two point victory that Stetson claimed.
However, the strategy that Hauser utilized in
victory prevented both 118 pound wrestlers
from competing with each other.
Another problem with the meet was
officiating. Because high-school tournaments
had all officials spoken for, Cucci was unable to
obtain a regular official for the meet with
Stetson.
John Small, who wrestled for the. Knights last
year and who this year works at the gym, had to
do the officiating for the meet.

"My dream
would be to
play pro ball
for a major
league team
and practice
law in the off
season."
·Bobby Miller,
Knights second
baseman
The stereotype deep down
inside the coach just stayed, it
just didn't work out for me or
South Carolina," said Miller.
Miller is glad that the
c;ircumstances finally led him
back to his home town where he
could play in front of his family
and friends. "I was frustrated
there and I wan.ted to play
baseball," Miller said. "I knew I
could play at a major university
and after talking to Coach
Bergman about it, I realized it
even more."
Today, Bobby Miller finds
himself playing second base in a
UCF baseball uniform. He has
taken over a postion that was
once held by former UCF AllAmerican Tim Barker. Though
he would like to have the same
kind of success that Barker had,
Miller doesn't like being
compared to him. "Everybody
is their own individual. I'm my
own person, I play · my own
game," Miller said.
Another aspect that Miller
takes pride in is his school work.
Miller, a finance major with a
3.4 overall GPA strives not only
for a baseball career but also
has aspirations to study law
someday.
·
Goals for the future? Miller
would love to play pro ball.
"It's that simple. M:v dream
would be to play ball for a
major league team a11cl prac:tic<'
law in the off seasorr ..

SEE WRESTLERS, PAGE 15
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photo by Donna Lindsey

Senior Trent Smith makes a move on the way f o his
5-2 victory over Stetson's Kevin Sciacca

Rifle team
shoots for
NCAA tourney
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The rifle team over the weekend at Melbourne
shot in a qualifying tournament for the NCAA
shooting tournament.
Coach Bob Hughes said, "Instead of a head to
head blood and guts competition, it was more of
a head to head qualifying tournament."
UCF had six shooters competing in the double
event competition (air rifle from 30 feet away
and .22 rifle from SO feet away).
The tournament was set such that each school
could enter a team of four for each event and
enter as many individuals competing
independent of the team as they desired. The
Knights had two of the six shooters competing in
both events while the other four shooters shot in
just one event for the Knights.
· Hughes said that he was going to take the top
two individual scores for his team for each event
as well as both the team scores and send them to
the NCAA to see if the scores qualify for the
NCAA tournament.
Hughes, in commenting in his teams chance of
qualifying for the NCAA tournament, said, "If
the NCAA says we're going to go, we're going to
go .. .1 don't think we're going to go. If we got to
go to nationals, it would be a miracle. We're too
young and inexperienced, but maybe next year
we'll be experienced enough to make it."
Besides UCF, The University of South Florida,
Florida Institute of Technology, and The
University of Tuskegee all competed. Other than
UCF only USF entered enough competitors for
the four person team events. The Bulls outshot
the Knights in both events.
Hughes said of USF, "They've got a very good
chance of going to the NCAA tournament. If
they get there, they could possibly win it if they
could get theideam together because they've got
an excellent team and an excellent coach."
In the .22 rifle competition, USF scored a
4,576 out of a possible 4,800 while UCF shot a
3,484. The Knights did improve their team score
from their last .22 event by 127 points.
The best shooter at the event was USF's Kris
Peterson. Peterson shot I, 167 out of a possible
1,200 in ·the .22 event and shot a 387 out of a
possible 400 in the air rifle event. Both scores
wen.' the best for their respective events.
By comparison, the b<'st shooter for UCF in
the .22 event shot a 921 (246 points from
Peterson's score), and the best shooter in the air

"If we go to nationals~
it would be- a miracle.
We're too young and
too inexperienced, but
maybe next year we'll
be experienced
enough to make it."
·Bob Hughes,
UCF Rifle team coach

#

rifle event shot a 282 (105 points from Peterson's •
score).
Senior Suzan Jones, the only returning letterwomen for the Knights, shot the 921 for UCF.
Jones also' shot a 276 in the air rifle competition. •
Hughes said, "She's (Jones) hit a plateau for her
performance ... She's leveled off, but she's got the
interest and drive to hit a peak ... She's bought her .f
own equipment which proves that she has the
interest."
Freshmen Clay Bethea, who led the Knights m
the air rifle· competition with the 282 score, also
shot a 820 in the .22 event. Bethea, who also
competed on the football team last fall, replaced •
Patty Stevenson on the roster do to an eye
infection.
Coach Hughes said, "He (Bethea) had an
excellent first time out. I expect a lot of "
improvement from him."
Bethea said, "I thought I did well, but I
thought I could have done a lot better. But I
think I can do a lot better with a lot more
experience."
The other shooters for UCF shot in one event
•
only.
Freshmen Scott Longanecker shot an 827 out
of 1,200 in the .22 event, and Lisa Kaufman,
also shooting in that event, shot a 906.
In the air rifle event, sophomore Mike Rudolf
shot a 262 out of 400 and freshmen Tom Friend
shot a 269.
Rudolf, accordiug to Coach Hughes, shows
~remendous ~otential as he shot in an improper
Jacket that did not fit his tall frame and also shot
with a right handed rifle despite being left
handed.
Hughes said, "He's got a maturity about him
towards the game and the range that a lot of
people don't show."
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On sev;ra1 occasions, Hauser came to
the stat-table to complain about how the
meet was being officiated.
~
In the 134 pound class, junior Steve
Tuzo lost to Jon Love of Stetson by a
score of 16-8. Love, one of Stetson's
better wrestlers, almost was pinned by

.. EVENT
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problem for UCF in the past,
but if we land the USBL team
here at UCF and then support
it, the leaders of the sports
industry may sit up and take

Tuzo as Tuzo hit Love with a-five point
maneuver in scoring the first points of
their match.
In the l SO pound class, senior Trent
Smith controlled the initiative of his
match with Keven Sciacca in posting a
5-2 victory.
Two of UCF' s stronger wrestlers,
junior Russ Schenk at 167 and Paul
Neuner at heavyweight, could have
e_arned six team points each by pinni_ng

notice.
Also, this could have a great
affect on UCF. A hometown
star like Tim Barker or Tony
Lanham could land a job here
in Orlando leading a
professional baseball or football
·team. This could add continuity
to the average fan, who could
follow his _favorite college

their opponents. Each had to settfe for
superior decisions worth five team
points (a superior decision is where one
wrestler defeats his opponent by 11 or
more points).
Schenk defeated Ross Marino of
Stetson 19-7, while Neuner defeated
Richard Batchelor 19-5. Neuner was
almost pinned after making a mistake in
a pinning combination of his own, but
he managed to squirm out of the pin to

player straight to the pros
without having to leave the
area, drafting permitted.
Other favorable aspects
Right now, both professional
baseball and basketball are
looking to expand into the state
of Florida by 1990. Both groups
realize the vast economic
potential that Florida holds,

Cucci said, "I was disappointed in Vic
(Pistone) . He fished out...He's so damn
up and down that you can't count on
...
him.

due to our never ending
sunshine and the profits of
tourism. Why let professional
teams slip to Miami or Tampa
Bay when Orlando deserves a
professional franchise just as
much as the others? ·
Think of some of the other
possibilities the future can hold.
Instead of just watching the

Twins in spring training, one
can go and see Major League
Baseball throughout the
summer. Perhaps the Renegades
can merge with the Bandits and
the Jacksonville Bulls and then
be merged into the NFL. Then,
with a new downtown arena, a
NBA team can move in.
The big word is "IF".

Management Position Available
Duties: Overall responsibility for the publication and
management of a campus newspaper. Determines
editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises a
staff of student writers and editors. Oversees the
paper's business manager and business department, and
serves as a member of the University's Board of
Publications.

Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0
G.P.A., be at least a second semester freshman and be at
least a part-time student. Candidates must show their
experience and/or academic achievement in reporting,
editing and communication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Central
Florida Future's business office, X2865. Completed applications must be recieved by 4:30 p.m., February 21 to
be considered.

Are you denying
yourself a better shot
at grad school?

FUTURE
..

dominate the remainder ot the match.
In the 177 pound weight class, UCF
senior Vic Pistone lost to Tony
Gustafson by a 13-2 score. The 11 point
loss cost the Knights a five point
superior de.cision.

~The Central Florida future
The Central Florida Future is currently
accepting applications from students for
the position of Editor-In-Chief.

..
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You may, if you fail to take a
Stanley H. Kaplan prep course.
Kaplan has prepared over 1 million students for exams like the
LSAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT.
Call. It's not too late to do better
on your grad school
~

;TALK.

~f

systems has more to offer than a competitive salary
The people of Northern Telecom are reshaping
communications. Dissolving the barriers among voice, and excellent benefits. Let's talk about how much
more.
data and image. Linking the human need to
communicate with the world's most widespread
Or, send your resume to: Manager, College
technology, the telephone system.
Relations, Northern Telecom Inc., Northern
Telecom Plaza, 200 Athens Way, Nashville, TN
37228-1803.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

The worlds leading
test prep organization.

On-Campus Interviews

In Engineering, Computer Science, Finance,
Marketing, Business Systems, Human Resources

An equal opportunity employer m/f/h/v

Thursday, February 27, 1986

Build Your Career in Communications.

At Northem Telecom, the future is more than just
talk. Contact the Placement Center to arrange your
interview and make a great future yours. The world's
largest supplier of fully digital telecommunications

DAT Feb. 25
MCAT Mar 11

678-8400
2238

Winterwoods Blvd.
Winter Pk., FL

,
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$3.75

ALL YOU CAN EAT

LUNCH BUFFET.

-*-

r~

M·F 11 :00 to 2:.0 0
NIGHTLY HAPPY DINNER: $7.50

'~~INCLUDES: Soup, 3 Appetizers, your
choice of Entree &. Dessert
I

FOR TAKE-OUT AND
CATERIN~ PLEASE CALL

WiTH UCF 1.0.

'

281·0330

Buy one & get

E. COLONIAL DR.

2pd half pricel

~

6440

between
436 & Goldenrod

l>INNE R ONLY

I
~ ~,

CardinCJle breaks record

.•

Many
people
have
complained that Orlando is not
a big time sports town. These
people would like to see
professional baseball and
basketball appear in the land of
Disney on a regular basis. In
order for something of this
magnitude to happen, a few
th ings must first be done.
Investors
The most important aspect in
bringing professional sports to
Orlando is the availability of
financial backers. Don Dizney
and the group of investors
normally associated with him
have done a fine job in trying to
lure professional sports to the
area. They have already
brought the Renegades to
Orlando, and are currently
trying to negotiate for a NBA
franchise, although these talks
are only in the beginning.
However, Dizney should not
be the only man to try and
develop professional sports
here. More investors are needed.
The professional management
in the sports industry likes
nothing more than to see three
investment groups competing in
the same area to bring a
professional sports team in.
This means competition will be
at a high, and cr~ative ideas for
the team will also flourish.
Stadiums
Now, despite the fact that the
average UCF fan has to drive
clear across town to view a
UCF football game, Orlando
Stadium is more than adequate
for professional football, as the
Renegades have proven.
The problem is with
basketball and baseball. Tinker
field is too small for a
professional team to make a
living off of, and there is no real
place for a professional
basketball team to play its
trade. The Orange County
Civic Center is not a great place
to watch basketball, and the
city needs to post a bond issue
or something of that sort in
order to build a suitable
facility.
The leaders of professional
sports would prefer having a
facility already accessible when
it investigates a city for a sports
franchise. Orlando must be
prepared if they intend to catch
such a team.
Fans
However, one of the biggest
things sports officials look for
after financial support is the
potential fan support. There
must be fans in order to support
a franchise. The Renegades
drew decent crowds while in
Orlando Stadium, and there has
been evidence that the fans will
support professional teams. The
fans must continue to show
their support. If Orlando can
develop winning professional
teams, undoubtedly groups of
fans from the Space Coast and
from the Tampa area will take
the time to make the drive to
Orlando to see the games. Fans
in this growing area also must
show continued support for the
Renegades, and for the local
coll_e~e teams. This ha~ been a

SEE EVENT, PAGE 15

Season Assist Leaders

by Chris Richcreek
SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Knights basketball team
continues to have troubles on the road,
as they dropped a 94-73 decision to
Georgia Southern in a NSW AC game.
UCF's eighth road lot; of th year
the
record·- break i n g
c 1o u de d
performance of Julie Cardinale.
Cardinale shattered the Lady Knights
single season assist mark by dishing out
ten assists against the Lady Eagle
defense. Cardinale now stands on top of
the assists category with a total of 181,
ten more than former standout guard
Karen Harvey.
The Lady Knights were once again led
by stellar forward Kristy Burns. Burns
poured in 28 points on 13 of 25 shooting
from the field. Burns is one of the. top
scorers in the nation, averaging over 26
points a game.
UCF (11-10 overall, 3-3 in
conference), found themselves being
outscored 39-30 in the first half and
55-43 in the second. The Lady Knights
did shoot 54 percent from the field, but
were matched by GSC's 52 percent
accuracy.
UCF' s Christine Strahl, who was
averaging around ten points a game, '
poured in 21 points. Susan Patz, who
had not been playing well as of late,
scored 12 points and grabbed 11
rebounds.
Loretta Pate came off the bench for
the Lady Knights to score eight points
and pull down seven rebounds in 29
minutes of action.
0
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Julie Cardinale (10) sets up an assist.

Assists

Name

Julie Cardinale

Karen Harvey
Karen Harvey
Marcie Swilley
Dale Zimmerman
Deann Craft

Year

181

1985·86

171
142
123
122
120

1981-82
1983-84
1980-81
i979-80
1984-85

UCF drops
two straight
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After winnning the first two games of the
season, the Knights baseball team dropped
two straight to visiting Southwest
Louisiana. UCF was defeated 5-3 in the
first game and came back the next night to
lose 2-l.
In the first game, a brave crowd of
around 60 weathered what appeared to be
sub freezing temperatures.

"
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The Knights came into the bottom of
second and scored the first run of the game
off Jim Walters' base hit up through the
infield. In the next inning, Scott McHugh
reached first on a base hit, stole second and
reached third on a pass ball. Mark Maloney
drove McHugh home with a base hit.

It was not until the top of the fourth that
the Cajuns made their comeback. SLU's
first run came when Ron Robicheaux hit a
double which drove in his brother, Randy
Robichaux. Things 'went from not so good
to pretty bad in this dismal fourth innning.
Eddie Cintroni, who had two hits in three
at bats, scored the ..:;econd run for the
Cajuns when teammate Herb Enhardt hit
the ball just out of reach of the UCF
shortstop.
With the scored tied at two all, Ron
Robicheaux scored off a UCF error, which
lifted SLU to a 3-2 advantage.
The Knights came back for the last time
in the game at their next at bat. Jose Soto
sacrificed by bunting and the UCF man
scored from second. In the top of the fifth
the Cajuns scored twice. Citronrielli hit a

The K~ights baseball team, after getting off to a roaring sta , has fallen on
hard ti.mes as of late. They will. try and change their losing ways against
Georgia.
home run with two outs left in the inning,
UCF did not score until the ninth when
which accounted for the final score of 5-3. left fielder Todd Reese drove in the lone
UCF's Russ Manion pitched all nine UCF run. Tommy Novak went the distance
tor UCF, while Charlie Carter pitched into
innings and absorbed his first loss of the the ninth for SLU. Relief pitchers Dale West
season, while SLU's Josue Salva' recored and Xavier Hernandez each saw some
the victory by· going for seven.
action late in the ninth.
In the second game, things went just
about the same f•r the Kflights. No runs
were scored until the bottom of thr sixth,
when SLU jumped into the lead by two.
Robicheaux had two hits in three at bats
and drove in both runs for SLU.

The Knights take on the University of
Georgia today at I p.m. here, at UCF.
-

-

,.

-

Tomorrow, they travel to Deland to take on
Stetson for an afternoon game at 3p.m.
They also play this weekend, facing FIU
Saturday and Sunday.

